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Foreword Contents

Build-A-Lab (BAL) is a flagship project of Ateneo Chemistry Society that 
values the promotion of science education to the youth. It aims to help the 
public high schools have access to improved Science education by enhancing 
their laboratories through donating equipment, materials, and teaching aids for 
teachers, i.e modules. 

Given the restraints imposed by this pandemic and the implementation of the 
community quarantine, the BAL Core Team decided to adapt to the times, still 
responding to the needs of the partner schools through providing supplementary 
modules and a tutorial system for the students.

This module is designed to supplement students and their teachers in 
learning Chemistry. It contains guides patterned and in aid of the modules 
released by the Department of Education. At its core are worksheets that are 
tailored to maximize learning given our limited resources. Some come along 
with discussions to enrich their understanding of the concepts involved. 

The BAL Core Team would like to thank everyone who has contributed to the 
making of the modules. 

To our major sponsors, Phina’s Little Factory and SOSE Sanggunian;
To our minor sponsor, Hapee Toothpaste;
To our media partners, Inq Pop! and Radyo Katipunan; and
To our organization partners, Ateneo Management Information Systems 

Association (MISA) and Kythe-Ateneo, for believing in and supporting our project
To FilSci Hub for providing additional materials and resources that will greatly 

aid in providing more quality material to the students and will help in expanding 
the reach of our modules. 

To Dr. Ronaldo M. Fabicon for the comments, suggestions, and for sharing 
his knowledge to ensure that quality education is provided to the students.

To Ethan Angelo Gaw, Noel Angelo Mempin, Amiana Joy Saguid, and Maria 
Ana Enza Quimson for contributing content for this module. 

To our partner schools, Ernesto Rondon High School and Carlos P. Garcia 
High School, for the continued cooperation and guidance as we navigate 
together in the digital setting.

Without you, this project would not be as successful. We are eternally grateful 
for all of your help. Hopefully, our goals on quality education and accessible 
resources are realized, today and in the days to come.
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SCIENTIFIC METHOD
ACTIVITY A:

Number the following steps in order according to the scientific method.

SCIENTIFIC METHOD
ACTIVITY A:

Write I on the independent variable, and D on the dependent variable.

Number of 
trees per 
area in a city

Air quality in 
the city

Brand of Vitamin C 
administered

Incidence of 
sickness among a 
research group

Height of monggo 
plant in 30 days

Amount of sunlight 
received by plant

no. 1
no. 2

no. 3

Identify whether the following variable is qualitative or quantitative.

Color green

Your friend’s height

Texture of an apple

Weight of your bag

Smell of lechon

3 4

Drawing conclusions

Identifying research problem 
and question

Gathering evidence

Communicating results

Forming a hypothesis

Deciding whether evidence 
supports hypothesis

Analyzing evidence



IMPORTANCE & ETHICS
ACTIVITY B: SCIENTIFIC METHOD

Importance and Application

From the previous worksheet, you were quizzed on the scientific method. It follows 
the following process:

1.  Identifying the research problem and question
2.  Forming a hypothesis
3. Gathering evidence
4. Analyzing evidence
5. Deciding whether the evidence supports the hypothesis
6. Drawing conclusions
7. Communicating results

Later on, you will learn that the scientific method isn’t a straightforward process. 
However, for this worksheet’s sake, let’s just say it is.

You know the process, so now let’s try to apply it!

CASE: 

One of the most revolutionary discoveries in the 20th century was the 
discovery of penicillin, which could be processed into the antibiotics we 
now know today. The one who discovered this was Sir Alexander Fleming. 
In 1928, he was studying Staphylococcus bacteria grown in culture dishes. 
He noticed a mold called Penicillium also growing in some of the dishes. A 
clear zone existed around the mold. All the bacteria that had grown in the 
clear zone had died. In the culture dishes without mold, no clear areas were 
present.

Fleming reasoned that the mold must be producing a chemical that 
killed the bacteria. He decided to isolate this substance and then test it to 
see if it would kill bacteria. Fleming transferred the mold to a nutrient broth 
solution. This solution contained the materials the mold needed to grow 
and reproduce. He allowed the mold to grow, and then he removed the 
mold from the nutrient broth. Fleming added the nutrient broth in which the 
mold had grown to the bacteria. He observed that the bacteria were killed. 
Fleming added nutrient broth without any mold growing on it to another 
dish of bacteria. The bacteria in this dish were not killed. Fleming concluded 
that the mold produced a bacteria-killing substance in the broth. He called 
the substance that killed the bacteria penicillin.

Read the case in the previous page. In the text, identify parts of the passages that 
relate closest to the mentioned scientific method process in the questions below. 

QUESTIONS

1. What was the research problem and question? 
 
 
 

2. What was Sir Alexander Fleming’s hypothesis? 
 
 
 

3. How did he test his hypothesis? 
 
 
 

4. What was his evidence for his hypothesis? 
 
 
 

5. Does his evidence support his hypothesis? Why or why not? 
 
 
 

6. What was his conclusion?

BONUS: For number 7, how would you communicate Sir Alexander Fleming’s 
conclusion? Write your answer in at most a paragraph.

7.

Questions adapted from Oak Park Unified School District (1)

An excerpt from Alan Lightman, in his book The Discoveries: Great Breakthroughs in 20th-Century Science (2009) (2)

“Great discoveries in science are sometimes accidental and sometimes intentional...Even accidents, however, generally require prepared minds.”

As Louis Pasteur says, chance favors the prepared mind. 
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Ethics

The scientific method can be done in many different ways. Sometimes, the first 
hypothesis you stick with at the start of your research might not be the one you still have 
towards the end of it. Also, like mentioned earlier, the scientific method isn’t always linear 
or straightforward. After analyzing your evidence, you may realize that your hypothesis 
might not be right, so you go back to the first step and work on it again. In all applications 
of the scientific method, however, you must follow a set of governing principles or rules. 
These are ethics.

As the bioethicist David B. Resnik, J.D., Ph.D. (3) says, ethics are norms for conduct that 
distinguish between acceptable and unacceptable behavior. This is like a red light-green 
light system - “hey that’s okay” and “hey that’s not okay”. The ethics of an institution differs 
from one another, but foundationally, they share some of the following principles (3):

1. Honesty  

2. Objectivity 
 

3. Integrity 

 

4. Carefulness 
 

5. Openness  

6. Transparency  

7. Accountability 

8. Intellectual Property 
 

9. Confidentiality 
 
 

10. Responsible Publication 

11. Respect 

12. Social Responsibility 

13. Non-Discrimination 
 
 

14. Competence 

15. Legality 

16. Care and Protection of Subjects

strive for honesty in all scientific communications

strive to avoid bias in experiments, data analysis, 
and other parts of research where objectivity is 
required or expected

act with sincerity; strive for consistency of 
thought and action

avoid careless errors; critically examine your own 
work and the work of your peers

be open to criticism and new ideas

disclose your methods, materials, and other 
information needed to evaluate your research

take responsibility for your part in research

never plagiarize; give proper credit for all 
contributors in research

protect confidential information - like personnel 
records, patient records, and any other personal 
information

publish in order to advance research and 
scholarship, not just your own career.

respect your colleagues

strive to promote social good through your 
research

avoid discrimination against your colleagues 
or students (e.g. racism, sexism, homophobia, 
etc.) that do not relate to one’s competence and 
integrity

be professional

know and obey relevant laws

show proper respect and care for your test 
subjects, whether animal or person. Minimize 
harms and risks and do not conduct unnecessary 
or poorly designed experiments on them.

DISCLAIMER: None of the names mentioned in the questions relate to any real 
persons nor are they indicative of any real-life events :) .

The questions below are related to the ethical principles you have just read. Add a 
✔ if they follow the ethical principles or ✖ if they do not follow the ethical principles. 

In whatever research you do, keep all of these in mind. You are doing important work, so 
make sure you do it right. Now that you are familiar with common ethical principles, let’s 
test your knowledge on them!

1. Ethan reported getting 100% recovery in his experiments when he 

actually just got 90%.

2. Jaycee chose a stranger’s lab results over his friend’s lab results because 

the stranger’s results had 90% accuracy versus his friend’s 89.9% lab result.

3. Ben chose not to report about his failed experiments.

4. Sam wears proper laboratory attire (lab goggles, laboratory coat, long 

pants, closed shoes) when doing her experiments.

5. Lonzo smacks and spits at anyone who says his research is “bad” 

because it keeps exploding.

6. When asked about where he got the funds for his experiment, Francis 

just answered “basta, maganda naman yung experiment diba?”

7. When the mentor was getting angry at the student because they thought 

that the student got it wrong, Marga admitted that it was her fault.

8. Jansen copy-pasted his entire paper from ScienceDirect and changed 

the author’s name to his.

9. Shaun blurred out the pictures and names of his subjects when they 

wanted to be kept anonymous

10. Angelo got paid by the Sugar Is Good Foundation to write positive 

research papers on sugar despite it having negative effects. He was also 

promised an executive position in the Science Department if he does this.

11. Even if they didn’t finish school, AJ accepted the interviewee to the job 

they posted.

12. The Flint Water Company hid the harmful effects of its water on people 

just so they could keep making money.

13. EJ refused to allow somebody to join their research group because they 

“do not look like us”.

14. Queenie wears pambahay (sando, shorts, tsinelas) to the lab office. 

15. Charlie says “I’ll hide it. Leave it up to me!” when his team asked about 

the mercury levels in their water exceeding government limits.

16. Mace slaps their dogs when they don’t follow orders.

17. Marites refused somebody a job because they were an ARMY (BTS fan), 

while Marites was an EXO-L (EXO fan).

18. Judge the statement: “ ‘Tol wala ka bang utang na loob? Sige na o 

payagan mo na research ko; binayaran ko naman utang mo nung isang araw”

19. Seo Dal Mi reported the actual accuracy of her AI (89.9%) even though 

she knew it could be way better in the future (~95%)

20. When asked by a news reporter about why they chose that candidate 

over the other for the Ph.D., the panelists just answered “eh gwapo siya eh!”
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ELEMENTS & COMPOUNDS
ACTIVITY C:

I. Answer the following questions:

1
Oxygen gas is used by plants through aerobic 
respiration. Is it an element or a compound?

2
Sodium chloride is most commonly known as table 
salt, but it is also important in nutrient transport in 
organisms. Is it an element or a compound?

3
What are elements and 
compounds classified as?

4 What makes up compounds?

5How are compounds formed?

6
What summarizes the elements in terms of 
their atomic size, charge, etc.?

7
Can you distinguish an element 
from a compound just by 
looking? Why or why not?

8 Give an example of physical property that can 
distinguish an element from a compound?

9
As of 2020, how many elements are officially recognized and 
confirmed by the International Union of Pure and Applied 
Chemistry (IUPAC)? 

10 Is air a compound? Why or why not?
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III. Take from the word box which is an element or a compound and list down in 
the table provided.

Tin Carbon

Nitrate

Sugar

Beryllium

Mercury
Octane

Lithium

Rust

Vinegar

SUBSTANCES & MIXTURES
ACTIVITY D:

Elements Compounds

I. Write M if what is given is a mixture and S if it is a pure substance.

1. coffee

2. salt water

3. rust

4. 
monosodium 

glutamate

5. air 6. Helium 
inside a 
balloon

7. 
glass

8. 70% alcohol

9. baking 
soda

10. sugar

11 12

Element Name Element Symbol

Iron

Oxygen

Hydrogen

Mg

Na

He

Compound Name Compound Symbol

Water

Carbon Dioxide

Methane

NaCl

CaCl
2

CO

II. Fill in the following tables using the periodic table.



II. Modified True or False. Write T if the statement is true and change the 
underlined word to make it correct if it is false.

1. Pure substances can be composed of one or more elements 
combined at fixed ratios.

2. Mixtures with uniform consistency and appearance are 
heterogeneous.

3. A sample has components that boil at different temperatures, the 
sample is a mixture.

4. A mixture cannot be easily separated into its original components.

5. The constituents of a substance are chemically bonded to one 
another.

III. Identify whether object is a pure substance, homogeneous, or 

heterogeneous mixture.

1. coffee 2. salt

3. fruits basket 4. beach sand

DISSOLVE IT: TOO BLAND 
OR TOO SWEET?

ACTIVITY E:

Fill in the boxes with the correct letters to form the missing words.

One day, you woke up and saw that your family was 
busy preparing food. There is the smell of coffee in the 

air. The instant coffee mix which is the                                          

is poured into the boiling hot water which is the 
You went to your mom and asked what you can do and she 

pointed at the pot. The pot is a     

 mixture of iron and chromium since it is made of stainless 
steel. You realized that it is dirty so you washed and rinsed 
it in the sink.
When you finished, you felt thirsty and poured yourself a bit 
of juice from the pitcher. But it’s too sweet! You noticed the 
particles of powdered juice at the bottom of the glass, thus 

the juice is              . To make the juice 

            , you poured a lot of water into the 
pitcher. After tasting once more: it’s too bland!  

You remember that              is the 

maximum amount of solute that can be dissolved in a 
given amount of solvent at a certain temperature. Hoping 
that you can make the taste better, you added some 
powdered juice. After stirring the juice, you sipped a small 
amount and it tastes just right!
In the end, you saw all the food and drink on the table: 
spaghetti, hotdog and marshmallows, fried chicken, coffee 
jelly, ice cream, and juice. All of these are made possible by

     . 
Before the meal, your family exclaims, “Happy Birthday!” 
You remembered that it’s your special day and you all ate 
merrily together after.

s  o   l   u  t   e

s        v     n

h           o          n               s   

s       t       r

    n  s       t      r

    o      u b               t  y

    o           t   i          s
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Answer Key
ACTIVITY A: SCIENTIFIC METHOD

I. Arrange in order:
 6
 1
 3
 7
 2
 5
 4

II. I or D

no. 1: I, D

no. 2: I, D

no. 3: D, I

III.  Qualitative or Quantitative

1. Qualitative
2. Quantitative
3. Qualitative
4. Quantitative
5. Qualitative

ACTIVITY B: IMPORTANCE & ETHICS

I. Importance
1. “Why was there a clear zone around the penicillium broth?” 
or other statements similar to it.
2. “Fleming reasoned that the mold must be producing a 
chemical that killed the bacteria” or other statements similar 
to it.
3. “He decided to isolate this substance and then test it to see 
if it would kill bacteria....” or “He allowed the mold to grow, and 
then he removed the mold from the nutrient broth. Fleming 
added the nutrient broth in which the mold had grown to the 
bacteria.” or other statements similar to it
4. “The bacteria in this dish without the mold were not killed…” 
or other statements similar to it.
5. Yes, because “The bacteria in this dish without the mold 
were not killed…” or other statements similar to it.
6. “Fleming concluded that the mold produced a bacteria-
killing substance in the broth.” or other statements similar to it.

II. Ethics
1. ✖
2. ✔
3. ✖
4. ✔
5. ✖
6. ✖
7. ✔
8. ✖
9. ✔
10. ✖
11. ✔
12. ✖
13. ✖
14. ✖
15. ✖

16. ✖
17. ✖
18. ✖
19. ✔
20. ✖

ACTIVITY C: ELEMENTS & COMPOUNDS

I. 
1. Compound
2. Compound
3. Substances/pure substances
4. Elements
5. Joined chemically, by chemical bonds
6. The Periodic Table
7. No, because compounds are chemically bound.
8. Melting point, boiling point, etc.
9. 118 elements
10. It is not a compound because it is a mixture 
composed of different compounds.

II.
Iron-Fe
Oxygen-O
Hydrogen-H
Magnesium-Mg
Sodium-Na
Helium-He
Water-H

2
O

Carbon Dioxide-CO
2

Methane-CH
4

Sodium Chloride-NaCl
Calcium Chloride-CaCl

2

Carbon Monoxide-CO
III.
Elements: Tin, Carbon, Lithium, Mercury, Beryllium
Compounds: Sugar, Nitrate, Rust, Vinegar, Octane

ACTIVITY D: SUBSTANCES & MIXTURES

I. S or M
1. M
2. M
3. S
4. S
5. M

II. Modified True or False
1. True
2. Homogeneous
3. True
4. Can
5. True

III.  Substance, Homo, or Hetero?
1. Homogeneous mixture
2. Pure substance
3. Hetergenous mixture
4. Heterogeneous mixture

6. S
7. S
8. M
9. S
10. S

ACTIVITY E: DISSOLVE IT: TOO BLAND OR TOO SWEET?

1. solvent
2. homogeneous
3.  saturated
4. unsaturated
5. solubility
6. solutions
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